Report of the Working Group CSIT World Sports Games

- Henk BOUCHOMS (NCS) - Netherlands
- Desislava YAGODIN (BWFSH) - Bulgaria
- Palle THOMSEN (DAI) - Denmark
Visiting candidate cities

- From 17 – 19 January 2014 in Italy (Lignano Sabbiadoro)
- From 24 – 26 January 2014 in Mexico (Cancun)
Overview of the World Sports Games – Lignano (Italy) 2015

4 pillars in CSIT World Sports Games
1. Sports
2. Cultural program
3. Health
4. Workshops and Conferences
1. Sports Pillar

This pillar can be divided into:
1. CSIT Championships
2. Sport for all / Sport for elderly
3. Championships of host countries
4. Introduction of new sports
2. Cultural program pillar

✓ Culture and entertainment program organized by LIGNOC
3. Health pillar

✓ Agreement with FICS (International Federation of Sports Chiropractic)

✓ Chiropractic treatment
4. Workshops and Conferences

✓ Speakers will inform the audience about Fair Play, WADA, Crowd funding etc.

✓ New sports introduction
Preparation for the future

✓ Defining clear criteria for the election of host organization of the CSIT World Sports Games
✓ Establishing the CSIT World Sports Games as the best sports event for the amateur sportsmen worldwide
Thank you for your attention!